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Senate refuses proposal

BROOKS

Brooks what the main areas of
A motion to organize a vote of Anderson of the Math Departconcern were, Albert Lewis,
confidence regarding the presi- ment, passed.
dency of Dr. James Brooks was
President of Central's AFT, said
Anderson's motion sets up an
defeated last week in the Faculty ad hoc committee which will be
that faculty members should
Senate by a vote of 23 to 8. The directed to review the relation"look at the whole picture." He
Senate then passed a motion to ships between the president and
felt the Senate members should
establish an ad hoc committee to the Board of Trustees. It will also
merely let Brooks know if they
review the role of the president. set up, with the Board, a
felt he was in part responsible for
Central's "present plight."
The motion for the vote of procedure to evaluate the presiconfidence, presented by Helmi dent, and to arrive at methods to
Betty Hileman of the Physical
Education Department said that
Habib, of the Chemistry Depart- include faculty participation in
"too much politics" was involved
ment, preceded a lengthy debate the evaluation.
in the matter. She said that no
by a number of the senate
An amendment to Anderson's
objectives had been set up to
members.
motion was presented by John
Habib claimed he was making Vifian of the English Department decide upon the effectiveness of
the motion on his own behalf, not to study the feasibility of the the president. She also claimed
for the Central chapter of the actions of the Board of Trustees, ' that such a vote might drive
American Federation of Teach- and if possible to develop proce- away prospective students.
Prior to the meeting, a letter
ers, which had earlier requested dures for faculty evaluation of
the vote.
the Board. The amendment failed to the Senate from Brooks
requested that the "Senate vote
The AFT had earlier issued . in a voice vote.
nine areas of concern relating to
- Following Habib's motion, var- to approve or disapprove the
Brooks' presidency and asked the ious members of the Senate request of the CWSC-FT (the
Faculty Senate to vote to refer presented their views on the AFT) and not table the motion or
subject. Habib said in regard to delay the vote."
th~ issue to the faculty. Th.a t
proposal was never brought to a his motion, "I feel the president
In the letter, Brooks also said
Senate vote, but was referred to
needs to know how he stands
he "would welcome the developduring the debate following · with the faculty and also the ment of criteria and procedures
Habib's vote of confidence mo- faculty needs to know where it for the · systematic evaluation of
tion.
stands with itself, relative to the the president and his administraFollowing the failure of the
tion. In addition, it would be a
presidency."
vote of confidence motion, the
After several Senate members great help to me to have the
motion to review the role of the had· expressed regret that the responsibilities of rriy office clearpresident presented by David
motion was not itemized to show ly identified."

Three sections approved
by Jane Snyder
The Faculty Senate passed
three of the Code Committee's 17
recommendations for Section
200-299 of draft six of the faculty
code. Two recommendati~ns
failed to. pass and one was
deferred to President Brooks,
who was absent from the Nov. 13
m<><>tin5.

The motion to ensure 'l'e<iehing
Associates, a title reserved for
the staff of ECE, and a salary
adjustment for additional service
to Central, passed. The Senate
also passed a motion to give
teaching associates the same
non-reappointment notification
rights regular faculty members
receive from the code.
The motion to add community
service as a possible qualification
for promotion to full professor
failed. In the original· draft the
qualifications were excellent
teaching, scholarship and general
service to the college.
It was decided to delay voting
, on the motion to delete the
section concerning Senior Instructors until President Brooks
could explain to the Senate why
he had made the addition. The
Senior . instructor's primary re-

sponsibility would be the teaching of lower division courses. In
reply to Roger Winters, Vicepresident in charge of Academic
Affairs, Edward Harrington said
that President Brooks had planned to attend the meeting, but
had been delayed at his office.
Harrington serves as his alternate.
The Senate passed a motion to
make part"time faculty members
eligible for tenu1·e. .
·· ·
.,.
The motion to delete Section
2.21 C of the code failed. This
section says that faculty members are responsible for their
own transcript. David Canzler,
Chairman of the Code Committee, said tliat the code committee
made the recommendation because, · "The faculty . member
usually never sees his own
transcript."
Roger Winters suggested that
the Vice-president of Academic
Affairs be made responsible for
the transcripts. Harrington replied that "Only once in my
lifetime has there been a problem
with transcripts, and that -involved a legal suit." Harrington
said that foreign transcripts may
take up to nine months to arrive.

The Senate also heJd a public
hearing on Section 300-399 of the
proposed code. This section deals
with appointments, tenure, dismissal, faculty grievances and
academic freedom.
Ray Hellwig, Student chairman of the Political Science
Association asked that changes
be made in the code to allow
students to have voting representation in ~ach department.
-The 'dismissal for cause' section of the code was discussed.
Helmi Habib, Chemistry, objected to the listing of Insubordination as sufficient cause. 'Tm
insubordinate if a janitor walks
into my office and asks me to
leave because he wants to sweep
the floor and I say no? I don't
know what this insubordination
means."
Gerald Warren, History, asked
that insubordination and also
gross misconduct be deleted as
reasons for dismissal. "Either of
these could stand as trumpedup reason for getting rid of
somebody," Warren said.
The Senate will hold a special
meeting at a later date, to
complete action on section 200299 of the proposed faculty code.

a

Leaves the driving to others
The Greyhound bus drivers
arc on strike, and unless the
negotiations are settled by tomorrow, the strike will pro' e a
very real dilemma to homewardbound students who usually
"pool it."
The only other public transportation from Ellensburg to
other major centers in the state
is the Amtrak ·system, with
trains leaving once a day for
Seattle, Spokane, and areas on
the route between. The fare is
higher, but it is viable transportation.
Students wishing to take the
train should call the Amtrak
reservations system immediately. The toll-free number, [800421-6830] handles nationwide
Amtrak reservations.
ASC officials, foreseeing the
Greyhound walkout, have arranged for several chartered
buses.
_
Bill Gillespie, ASC spokesman,

said a deal had been made with kanc ticket prices are $13 each
Grey Line of Seattle and the way.
Inland Empir.e Coach Lines in
Jim Aikins, ticketseller at the
Spokane to provide transporta- local Amtrak agency, advises
tion on a charter basis.
that since patronage Friday and
Two busses will leave the Saturday mornings is expected
Hertz Hall parking lot for to be heavy, students with
Seattle, one for Spokane, and one n~-;cn :iliot1~ should he at the
for Tacoma.· All will leave at depot early, to insure getting
about 2:30 p.m. Friday after- tickets by departure time. The
noon.
train station opens at 6: 15, ~ and
Tickets on the ASC-chartered 7:00 was mentioned as a "good
busses cost about half the time."
one-way Amtrak fare. The busThe agent said that additional
ses to downtown Seattle cost cars may be added, but that
$3.50-lower than Greyhound and would be a decision made in
Amtrak. Tacoma service is $5.00, Seattle. Currently, he said, there
and the Spokane bus, to that . are three 47-passenger coaches, a
city's bus depot, costs $6.50.
diner.and dome car on the run.
Advance ticket sales are
Ken Clawson, Seattle station
underway now in the SUB.
manager and the man who hands
Amtrak has trains scheduled out the railroad cars, said that
to leave for Seattle each morning he'd "put everything we've got
on." Amtrak anticipates holiday
at 8:38 a.m. and for Spokane
travel, Clawson.said, and expects
daily at 4:30 p.m.
so'm e heavy usage because of the
One-way fare to Seattle is
$7.75, round-trip is $15.50. Spo- bus strike. ·
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Open House: A place to go

Sports
outique

OPEN

HOUSE-Mike

DeCrow

makes

use

of

the

culinary

facilities

at

Ellensburg's

drop-in center, "Open House."

by Tim Nogler
Across from Albertson's, a
small white house has a sign
nailed next to the window on the
front porch. The sign has a
multi-colored sun rising with the
words "Open House" carved on
the horizon. Other than the sign,
606 N. Ruby looks like a normal,
lower-middle class residence.
However, on the inside, the
Open House has a different
appearance. A ping-pong table is
situated in the living room. In a
room adjacent to the kitchen, a
television and chess set provide a
way to pass the time. Members
of the "Open House" term
themselves a "drop-in center",
giving counsel to those who need
someone to listen, giving temporary home to those who have no
place to stay and just being
friends with a,nyone who might
walk in the door.
The Open House is funded
primarily by The Office of Mental
Health, with money appropriated
for drug abuse prevention. The
program has handled over-dose
cases, and works with people
who are far into drugs.
Rick Pyeatt, director and only
paid staff member in "Open
House", explains that isuch cases
are not always approached from
a drug-oriented point · of view.
"Most of the time we will talk
about problems in the family, in
- school and help as much as we
can in those areas."
With additional funding from
the city and county, "Open
House" operates Monday thru
Saturday from one in the , afternoon until eleven at night. The
house is owned by the adjacent
church, and Pyeatt says, "They
are really nice about it. All we
have to · pay is utilities and
maintenance."
Craft programs are offered,
with special instruction in areas

like macrame and pottery. In a
room in the back of the house,
space and supplies are provided
for different types of crafts.
"Open House" also has a creative
living program, with night classes once or twice a week. Another
service provided involves several
courses aimed tgward a General
Education Degree-official graduation from high school. This
program is expansionary, and
the primary area covered is
mathematics. The mathematics
course is affiliated with Yakima
Valley College. A teacher from
YVC comes to Ellensburg and
gives special instruction to individuals and groups of students.
"Open House" has been - the
temporary residence of many
drifters and college students. "At
the beginning of the school year,

'. \'

This Christmas
say"I do"
with ArtCarved
'

we took in a lot of students that
were waiting to get into their
dorms," Pyeatt clarifies. For
juveniles, there are foster homes
connected to "Open House",
where kids under eighteen can
stay the night. The "Foster
homes" are simply Ellensburg
residences that can serve as legal
hostels for juveniles.
Originated in 1969 by a group
of high school students, "Open
House" has grown stronger
every year. Most publicity for
the organization is word of
mouth. An average of thirty
visitors a day come to "Open
House."
For what it's worth, in Ellensburg there is a college campus.
Across from Albertson's there is
a small white house.

You thought
"matriculation'
was an
unhealthy habit.

Beause you believe in lastiDg love,
select your matching wedding rings
from our complete ArtC:uvecl collection.
Hmdcrafted of 14-karat gold
for a lifetime of beauty.

You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington 'OLY'(ii)
All Olympia empties are recyclable

J&J

JEWELERS
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OPINION
Starvation easier?
The farce that is being called the World Food Conference
continues to prove that it is easier to starve to death than to save
other people's lives. The power plays and bids for favorable world
opinion continue in Rome, while in Africa and Asia millions <>f
hungry people would express their opinion if the.r just had the
strength to lift their middle fingers.
The conference must have a consulting physician who has assured
them of the high nutritional value of words. At least it would seem
that the delegates believe that their inflated promises can somehow
fill hollow bellies. But words are cheap, they don't cost the millions
of dollars that life-giving food would. Talk can even be fun, when
done over three more-than-square meals a day and sufficient
quantities of alcohol.

HI FOLkS-YOOR_
f:RltNDLY l'J//)lJlE PIG
HERE To WISh' Yoo
TuRkt=YS A !IA.
TI
671
°t?

Death by starvation is not fun. It is one of the most horrible ways
this reporter can imagine to die, ~specially for a child. And there are
literally millions of children who are starving to death. It is hard for
Americans to comprehend the concept of millions. To Americans, a
million is the amount of dollars we would like to have, or the amount
spent in a day by the Pentagon in its solution to the problem of
world starvation-killing.

\

~ --

The American part (or lack of part) in the solution to the world
.food problem is especially suspect. We are certainly the most
gluttonous nation in the world. We stuff our bellies with more food
stuffs than any people in the world. A Seattle radio station is about
to stage a donut eating contest. And in exactly one week we will
partake in a holiday that has come from its original, religious
meaning to a perverted orgy of cramming food down our gullets
until we are nearly immobilized from the shear bulk of food we have
consumed. But, shame on me for trying to ruin everybody's holiday
by talking about those people on television.
Most of us must really believe that those people exist only on
television. We tend to block out any thing that horrible and
sickening. Possibly the films of people dying in Africa are like the
shoot-ou_t scenes on Hawaii 5-0, just something on the television that
we can turn off if it bothers us.
It is important to remember that starvation is not a case history
or" an anthropological study in some text book. People are dying,
Right now, as you read this, people are dying because they have
nothing to eat. And it is also important to note that the United
States, which can spend millions on frisbee research and different
ways to kill with nerve gas, can't stop talking and detenting and get
off of its collective ass and feed these human beings before they die.
But then again they are thousands of miles away, and they are
black, and we couldn't really save all of them, and have you seen the
price of sugar, and my God, turkeys have gone up ·so much ...

And, although a case for casual genoc~de may not stand up,
anyone who can tear into that turkey, knowing that with nearly
every bite another human has starved to death, without at least a
slight case of nausea, missed their calling as a cannibal.

J
[ ~=cRfF~
·--- - - - - - -
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Strike struck out
by Tom Shapley
It has been about two weeks since Metro Transit workers decided
that they would press for higher wages by striking, thus throwing
the City of Seattle into utter transportation chaos. They took this
action with visions of snarled, jammed freeways, downtown streets
crowded with vehicles in vain search for parking places, bringing
the city to its knees begging for forgiveness. As the strike got
underway and into its first days, their visions crumbled.

The transportation situation in Seattle last week was seemingly
unaffected by the strike. The freeways were slow, but moving
smoothly. There were parking places. Everyone got to work a few
minutes late at worst. The only possible congestion seemed to be at
the picket lines, where striking employees carried egg on their face
as well as their signs.
The planned strangle hold on the city has amounted to no more
than a nose tweak. If not for the pollution problem and the fuel
shortages one could easily imagine Seattle without the bus drivers
on a permanent basis. But wait, the strike has not been totally
without effect and not all of the Seattle area residents have
remained untouched. The strike has managed to cause hardships for
the blind, the crippled, and the disabled; those who have no
alternate transportation.
So congratulations, strikers, you have made it nearly impossible
for these handicapped people to go to work, meetings, doctor
appointments and visits with friends and relatives.
This must be the measure of your success. But I don't understand
how this will help you get any more money. It would seem logical
that a salary move in the opposite direction would be more fitting.

SELL IT IN
A CRIER
CLASSIFIED

The newspaper of Central Washington State College published
weekly during the academic year except registration, vacations and
the final week of each quarter. Views expressed are those of students, staff and editors not necessarily of Central Washington State
College. Advertising material presented does not imply endorsement. Mail subscription price: $1 per quarter or $3 per year;
payable to the Campus Crier, CWSC, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
Second class postage paid, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
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New calendar
extends holiday

LETTERS
A wit, too!

The CRIER welcomes letters
from its readers for its letters'
column. Letters should be brief
[250 words maximum length] and
typed if possible. For publication, they must be signed and
bear the writer's address. We
will withhold names, using initials only, upon legitimate request [no pseudonyms]. We reserve the right to edit. Letters
can be mailed or hand delivered
to the CRIER office, SUB 218.

Dear Editor:
Dalvit, you're a wit. "Hank
meets Central Ewe" was outstanding!
James P. Leghorn

Identity crisis
Dear Editor:

As an illustrious alumni of this
great institution, it does my
heart good to come back on
campus and still see my name in
print, in the Campus Crier. I, Bob
Dear Mr. Dalvit:
Atwell, would like to point out
that the current Administrative
I have just finished reading Vice•President is my brother,
your cartoon in today's issue of· John Atwell.
the Crier and I enjoyed it
Some people had the audacity
immensely. Your caricatures are to say he was running on my
very perceptive and should both name, but this is carrying it a
amuse and irritate all of your . little too far. Ever since the
victims which, in my view, is the nominating convention, you have
mark of a successful cartoonist. I gotten us mixed up and I have
think that you have a great received credit for things he did
future ahead of you in this and vice-versa.
business and hope that you will
These foul-ups have nearly
continue your efforts even after given me an identity crisis and
you resign the editorship.
made keeping a scrapbook impossible, so I hope it doesn't happen
again. I hope I have made myself
Sincerely,
perfectly clear.

Yeah Rik!

Gordon H. Warren
Asst. Prof. of History

Thank you,
Bob Atwell
Coulee City, WA.

Students will be enjoying a full
week of vacation over Thanksgiving due to changes instigated
by the ASL.
According to John Presson,
chairman of the ASL, the revisions in the school calendar came
about after students complained
about returning for Winter
quarter on Jan. 1st for classes
begi1rning Jan. 2. Presson said
that this worked hardships on
families that had to bring students back to school on New
Years Day.
When the complaints were
aired in an ASL meeting in early
January 1974 the group met
with Dean Schliesman, Dean of
Under-Graduate Studies, to arrange a new calendar for this
school year.
The objective of the ASL was
to extend the Christmas vacation
beyond New Years, give students who work during Christmas vacation a longer opportunity to work and to move spring
quarter back a week to bring it in
line with other institutions.
The results are reflected in
this years calendar. Fall quarter
started three days earlier with
the days being added onto the
upcoming week long Thanksgiving vacation. Students will return for school on Jan. 7, instead
of Jan. 1st. And school will get
out on June 6 instead of May 30
as it did last year.
Presson said that objections to
the later ending of school were
not valid since most students
would have summer jobs pr~
arranged and the school would be
getting out about the same time
as other colleges.

Consum·er: watch
by Tom Shapley
Last week I attended the first Washington Governor's Conference
on Consumer Product Safety. This conference was the first of its
kind anywhere in the United States. Washington Attorney General,
Slade Gorton, and other noteables attended and spoke. Not living in
Seattle, I knew hardly anyone there, but got the idea that everyone
who is anyone was there.
Gorton and others spoke of the need for consumer lobbying and
new legislation. It all sounded good and got your blood moving. But
the man who had the most logical things to say was also the man
who set the whole audience on its collective ear. Dr. Abe Bergman,
Children's Orthopedic Hospital, a short, intense man who's stripes
didn't quite agree with his tie, followed Gorton's speech by saying
that most of it was "bull". Bergman cut right through all the
flag-waving and promise-making and got to the bones of the issue. I
take the liberty of summing up his remarks as people are to blame
for injuries involved with consumer products.
Education and information, it became clear, are the keys to
cutting down on the number of persons killed and mained through
their inabilit:y to properly use the conveniences of life. In one year,
the toll of Americans injured in the home alone is 20 million! Of
these, 30,000 are killed and 110,000 are permanently disabled. Many
of these are children.
_.
-- 'through years of lobbying and legislation, most products are safe
when handled properly and with intelligence. The reason people die
is that they are not.
From what I gathered, from the cases presented at the
conference, there are three main reasons for persons being killed or
injured while us.ing consumer products: I. Ignorance 2. Carelessness
3. Just plain stupidity. As I read through the case histories of
injuries and deaths I was amazed that people could do such
senseless things to themselves. On others I was amazed at how
seemingly harmless everyday practices could suddenly become
death traps.
· To relate all the information and case histories would require the
entirety of several Criers and Dalvit won't give me that much. But
the Crier will, in the very near future, sponsor a Mini Consumer
Safety Symposium. At that time we will make this information
available to you. In the meantime, if you have any specific questions,
or want to read some of the literature from the conference, please
see me in the Crier office.
Just let me leave you with one thought. Anyone who saves
another person's life is a hero, and if you are thoughtful and handle
the products in your home with care you could save your life or your
child's. Do me a favor, b~ hero.

ARGE SELECTION
F NEW COMPACT CAR TIRE
6.50x13...... [~78x13]

7.35x14...... [E78x14)

SIEBERLING

·7.00x13 ...... [C78x13]

7.75x14..•.•• [F78x14]

110-78 Whitewall

6.95x14...... [D78x14]

7.75x15 ...... [F78x15]

2 FOR$25.90
Black and 60 cents Excise Tax
Exchanir:e with cappable casing
8.25x14...... [G78x14]

8.85x15 ...... [H78x15]

8.55x14...... [H78x24]

8.85x15 ...... [J78x14]

8.24x15 ...... [G78x15]

9.00xl5 ...... [L 78x15]

4 full plies of nylon tire cord for
rugged durability and full width
wrap-around tread for easy handling. Popular "78" series profile
to match most new car sizes.
A78x13 $22.48

G78x14 $26.44

E78x14 $24.58

G78x15 $26.44

F78x14 $24.85

H78x15 $28.47

L78x15 $31.36
Fed E.T. $1.78 to $3.13 per tire.

2 FOR$29.90
Black and 60 cents Excise Tax
Exchange with cappable easing

ALL SIZES RADIAL RETREADS
AVAILABLE
· ONLY SLIGHTLY HIGHER!

?Z··

LARGE SELECTION OF
GUARANTEED USED TIRES
BOTH HIGHWAY AND
TRACTION TREAD DESIGNS.

'

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM SPEAKER--Philip Lacovara, former
counsel of Special Prosecutors Archibald Cox and Leon- Jaworski in the
Watergate Trials, mentioned at a press conference Monday, that he felt it is
important that Americans have confidence in the judicial system. Lacovara

said he thought the trial was important in getting to the truth of
Watergate and that the facts uncovered give the American public a
reasonably accurate account of what really happened.

...and we've done
something about it!

CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
$2.75 per page

Send .new for latest catalog. En-

close $2.00 to cover return post-

age.

ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spadina Ave., Suite #208

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

(416) 366-6549

Our research service is sold
for research assistanc• only.

Listen to
A young woman who enrolls in Air Force ROTC
is eligible to compete for an Air Force scholarship
that includes free tuition, lab and incidental fees.
and reimbursement for textbooks for her last 2
years of college. In addition. a tax-free monthly
allowance of $100 is paid to both scholarship and
non-scholarship cadets alike.
When she gets her degree, the career as an Air Force
officer awaits her, matching her abilities to a job
with rewarding challenges. With benefits like 30
days' paid vacation, good pay. foreign travel. and a
great place to build a future.
Interested'? ContacLCaptain Walter P. Thompson,
Phone (509] 963-2314.
at Peterson Hall, CWSC, Ellensburg, WA 98926
And remember, in the Air Force. you IJ be looked _
up to as well as at.

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
IN AIR FORCE ROTC

KCWS

880 AM
91.0 FM
FOR
THE
RANCH HOUR
TONIGHT

at 8:00 p.m.

Ranch
Tavern
l 0¢ Beer
every Wednesday

Louie
and the Rockets
com ing
December 4 thru 7
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President's
Desk

Susan Rancourt
disappearance

A recent Crier article, author- pus was investigated by one or
ed by Ruth Vogel, quotes Nancy more persons drawn from either
Worden as feeling that the the Campus Police Department
college administration didn't or the Physical Plant. Susan
take the Susan Rancourt disap: Rancourt's family was advised by
pearance as seriously as it should Dr. Robert Miller, Dean of
have and that the campus Student Development, that Suadministration didn't initiate any san was missing from the camaction to locate Susan until more pus.
than three weeks after her
During the second day after
disappearance.
Susan's disappearance, I met
The Campus Police Depart- with Dr. Miller and Chief Pickles
ment was first notified at 1:00 and discussed ways in which the
p.m. on April 18, 197 4, that campus' resources could best be
Susan Rancourt had not returned applied to the investigation and
to her dormitory room after location of Susan Rancourt. I
attending a 7:00 p.m. Living advised both Dr. Miller and Chief
Group Advisor meeting on April Pickles that the college would
17. Campus Police, upon learning provide additional funding, use of
of Susan's unexplained disapcampus facilities and/or vehicles,
pearance from campus, immedi- and, if necessary, the services of
ately initiated a telephone and the campus' faculty and staff if
in-person survey of Susan's any or all of these measures
closest friends, relatives, emwould speed resolution of Susan
ployer and faculty members with Rancourt's disappearance. Soon
whom she had been known to · after this meeting with Dr.
associate. When this survey ·of Miller and Chief Pickles, I
Susan's closest associates proved advised my senior administators
fruitless, and with Susan's of the progress that had been
whereabouts still unknown, Cen- made in the case and urged them
tral's Campus Police issued an to provide whatever assistance
all-points bulletin through the
they could to Dr. Miller and Chief
state's teletype network alerting
Pickles in their investigation.
police departments, state patrol
In the days immediately foloffices, and sheriffs offices.
lowing Susan's disappearance,
On the second day following
Chief Pickles prepared and pubSusan's disappearance and with
lished hundreds of posters adverthe statewide all-points bulletin
tising Susan Rancourt's disappearance, with a photograph and
still in effect, every campus
written description. Chief Pickbuilding, basement and rooftop
les' staff spoke with every friend
was thoro1,1ghly searched. In
addition, every electrical and
and/or acquaintance known to
plumbing tunnel under the camhave associated with Susan while

$2 steak

•I
•••

she was on campus, in the hope
that one of Susan's· friends would
provide a lead to her whereabouts. Representatives of Chief
Pickles' staff visited places
throughout the state where
Susan had traditionally vacationed in case she was visiting one of
these locales. Other state law
enforcement agencies cooperated
with Chief Pickles' staff by
stopping trains and buses where
persons fitting Susan Rancourt's
description had been reported.
Chief Pickles' staff, acting in
conjuction with the Kittitas
County Sheriffs Department and
local volunteer search and rescue
organizations, search a sixtythree square mile area in the
Ellensburg vicinity using men
and women on foot and horseback. Those areas of the sixtythree square mile tract that
proved inaccessible to the
searchers were last investigated
by helicopter. This search took
pla·ce approximately three weeks
after Susan's disappearance and
it is perhaps because of this three
week lag between her disappearance and the initiation of this
search that Nancy Worden felt
the campus had not initiated any
action until three weeks after
Susan was known to have
disappeared. A search of this
magnitude had to be coordinated
with the Sheriffs Office, Washington State Department of
Emergency Services, National
Guard, Explorer Scouts and
other Search and Rescue groups,

and the Yakima County Sheriffs
Office as well as numerous other
agencies in both eastern and
western Washington. These agencies are geared to maintain
searches for lost persons, and
special assignments had to be
made for an operation that could
turn up evidence of a criminal
nature.
In addition to all of this
activity (some of which was
conducted concurrently), Chief
Pickles' staff, working with other
law enforcement agencies
throughout the United States,
checked out hundreds of leads
provided by private citizensleads placing Susan everywhere
from the eastern to the western
coasts of the United States.
Finally, a number of meetings
were held at Evergreen ·State
College with representatives
from various state Missing Persons Bureaus to coordinate the
disappearance of other persons
under similar circumstances. It
was our hope that by coordinating our work to locate Susan
Rancourt with that which was
being performed by other state
agencies, we would uncover
some clue to Susan's whereabouts. As a result of this
coordinative effort between our
investigation and those conducted by other law enforcement
agencies in the state, we were
able to link the disappearance of
Susan Rancourt to the disappearance of two women at Lake
Sammamish. · This evidence led
further to the discovery that
someone fitting the description
of the young man seen at Lake
Sammamish ("Ted") had also
been present on Central's campus and had approached two
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of Central's coeds.
While all of these investigation procedures were under .way,
Mr. & Mrs. Rancourt arrived on
campus from Alaska. Mrs'.
Brooks and I offered them
accommodations at our home.
While the Rancourts declined our
offer to stay with us at the
President's house, they did agree
to accept our offer of housing at
Sue Lombard. During their stay
in Ellensburg, both Mrs. Brooks
and I met with Mr. & Mrs.
Rancourt, they ~ere pleased
with the assistance we were
providing, and thanked us.
All of our efforts were, unfortunately, to no avail. We still are
no more aware of the disposition
of Susan today than we were on
April 17, 197 4, when she first
disappeared from the campus.
My point in relating this rather
lengthy sequence of events to
you is to reassure those of you
who may have felt that the
college did not pursue Susan's
disappearance with enough vigor, that we exhausted every
possible means available to ourselves, to the local Kittitas
County and Ellensburg law enforcement agencies, and to the
law enforcement agencies
throughout the state and nation
to locate Susan. Throughout the
entire investigation of the Rancourt disappearance, I maintained constant contact with Chief
Pickles, Dr. Miller and Mr. and
Mrs. Rancourt, and I am satisfied
that the college did 'everythlng
possible to locate Susan.

FREE RETAIL CATALOG
.Pipes, waterpipes, bongs,
ciga·rette papers, rolling
machines, superstones,
underground comix etc.:
Gabriella's Goodies. Box .
434, Hollywood, CA. 90028
We Want You To Join Our Church
As An

Ordained Minister
And Have The Rank Of

Dodor of Divinity
Wt 11'1 1 non-structured faith, undlnominmtional,
with no tRdltioMI doetri111 Of dogml. Our fat
.,owing church Is tctiwly ..iting MW mlnitt8rs
who believe wh•t - btlitlM; All men . , entitled
to their own convictions; To ..it tNth their own
Wly, wh•tw« It mey bt, no question111ktd. Au

minitttr of the church, you mey:
1. Swt your own Chun:h Ind tpply fOf Ill·
emption from property Ind other WI&
2. Pwform rMrrillgll, 119ptilm, funerlla Ind
•II other minitttrill functlona.
3. Enjoy reduced rttll from aome model of
trtfllPOIUtlon, thtlttn, ltOl'll, hot911,
etc.
4. Sttk drift exemption • one of our WOik·
ing millioNritl. Wt will tell you how.
EnclOll • fr• will donation fOf the Mlnillilr'a

c:rwdlntilla ind lictnl9. Wt 11111 i1a1e Doctor of
Divinity 0..,-. Wt 11'1 Stitt ChlrUrtd Ind your
ordination Is f'IC09l'liztd in •II 50 n.tws Md· ~
foreign countries. FREE LIFE CHURCHBOX 4039, HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021

Getting away
for the
weekend?
Be sure to call
ahead before leaving.

0

Ellensburg
Telephone
Compan,y
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Your mother wants
you to go through .
· commencement.
You owe yourself an Oly.
·

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington
All Olympia empties are recyclable

·oLr®

:.•. GREEN GEM .:o

}.(})

Tropical Fish $tore

Fish ~.
Foods

·

E;ji·

Repairs
Equipment

"We now carry Parakeets"
\. &

U

& Bird Supplies -<\.Y

Petrified Rock ~
will trade
Good Prices

Mon, Wed - Sat 12 - 6
closed Sun and Tues

(204 4th St)

OPEN 6~45
925-9511
STARTS SUNDAY

INFORMATIONAL PICKETING is being conducted at the ·Ellensburg Albertson's, Zitting's
and Prairie Market. Picketers are being used to inform shoppers of the dispute between
union clerks and management.

Posting of
strike ads a
mistake

PLANTS!

Add a little life ·
to that room or
apartment with .
LIVING PLANTS!

11

Largest selection of Green Plants to choose from-plus pots,
hand thrown pottery, hangers, potting soils, baskets, plant
stands, cactus.
Come visit our Greenhouse-located at the end of 15th Ave.
West and City Limits. Phone '925-3477.

WILLIAMS
GREENHOUSE & GIFTS

H•ie's what you 9et:

Open 6:45
....,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Shows at 7:00 only

THIS IS LIKE MO ROBBERY
YOU'VE EVER IM.A.CIMED.

*· 2-Pieces:
Of
Chicken

*Mashed

· Potat()jlt'

* Gravy

* Cobbett

At this low price ...

( COr(t:O".fhe.cH)

* Roll·

thru Nov. 24

KHtucky Frlecf.Chlcke1,1
hti1 to
the
IEST VALUE.Jn
America Tocte,.

a..

11

Cards posted by the Financial
Aids office advertising for "parttime work for the duration of the
. strike" at Albertson's and Prairie
Market were a mistake according
to Bill Wilson of the Financial
Aids office.
Wilson claimed the cards were
sent to be posted by a new
secretary in the office who failed
to clear the advertisements with
any of her superiors.
"We're a referral office," Wilson said. "We have a policy not to
inform students of requests for
strike-breakers." Wilson claims
that the cards were pulled down
when the office was informed as
to their content.
The matter was brought up by
Jam es Brennan of the History
Department. Brennan informed
John Liboky, director of Financial Aids, of the cards. He also
reported the cards to the local
AFL-CIO council. Charles Elkins,
head of the local . maintenance
union, said he doubted that any
action would be taken since the
cards were pulled down.

RESEARCH
UNLIMITED
Bibliographies
Information Packets
Book Reviews
Each project is
individually designed.
P.O. Box 5364 .
Seattle, Wash. 98105
206-485-3077

I The

Complete

f

Sports~an) S~%9Jr

Every now and then the Tent n' Tube rental shop in the SUB will
get in new shipments of outdoors equipment. When that happens,
the rental shop holds a sale to dispose of the surplus items.
This quarter's sale will be held on Dec. 4 in the rental shop area of
the SUB, just off llf the games room. According to SUB recreation
director Mike McLeod, the doors will open at noon and the
merchandise will be sold on a first come first serve basis
Items for sale include: 10 Jansport back packs for $15, 4 °larger
Jansport back packs for $30, 2 two-man Mountain Product Corp.
~n~for$40, lilire~manMou~~nProducts~~for$60, and 6
six-man Sears rubber/nylon rafts for $60. McLeod said that all sales
will be cash only. The. rental shop will not be able to accept checks.
McLeod stated that the sale held last spring quarter brought in
appr.oxiamately $1,000 to the Tent n' Tube. This money was then
applied to the new equipment that is either in or soon will be in the
shop. This week the rental shop hopes to take possession of 'three
new canoes that have been purchased with sale receipts.
Also on view during the sale will be the outdoors equipment the
rental shop sells retail. This includes J ansport packs, .and Sherpa
snow shoes.

Q

PIONEER

bs ..

/
. A ~rochure outlmmg .summer
Jobs m Federal A.genc1es, A~nouncement #414, is now availabl.e at the Place~ent Center.
This. announc~ment is being used
to fill a variety of temporary
~ummer positions. Opportunit~es
m Was?mgton and 9regon m-

HOBBIES & CRAFTS

TERRARIUM
GLASS & POTS ·
962-9331

l 07 E. 4th

cl~de Frre.Con~~ A~s, Range~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Aids, Engmeermg and Surveying ~ids, Park Aids, ~le~ical and
T~pists. Early apphcat10ns receive. t~e best . consideration.
Apphcatwn deadlmes are as fol- .
lows: Dec. 13, 1974 (for testing in _
Jan~ary~ and Jan. 17, 1975 (for
testmg m Februa~~). The .ann.oucements, contammg apphcation forms, may be picked up at
105 Barge Hall.

BOOKS

FROM

TAIWAN-

Chinese

Professor

Ho

Chin

Yang examines some of the
books

donated

to

the

aeautymist

Sheersupporttnakes
your legs feel as
lovely as they look.
Everything you want
in support, and a sheer,
smooth-fitting look too.
Beautymist brings you a
beautiful support panty hose
at ~ beautiful price. Only $3.95.
And they wear beautifully day
after day. Choose your colors
from a wide range of fashion
shades. And feel as lovely
as you look. Sheer Support
Panty Hose $3.95 Sheer
Support Stockings $2.50

Foreign Languages Department
by

the

Formosan

Chinese

The

government.

books,

in four languages, were donated
after

the

picture

''The Life Of
Kai-Chek

Expo
down.

closed

pavilion
Large

Taiwan

books

detail

Gener~

Chiang

In

Photos,"

and may be checked out to
language students, in French,
Spanish,

Chinese

·and

English.

DOWNTOWN

OVERTONS
Tropical Fish
All aquarium &
fish supplies

962-9166

Rte. 3

louted 2 II ilei Moitlt Of
~Id V111t11t H'w1r On . . . _Crftll 'IOld

closed Sun. & Mon.

Ranch
Tavern

CASH
FOR

BOOKS

Convert Books into Cash
with no hassel
at Jerrol's.

We will buy back
Our NEW ANNEX Is Open te_x tbooks and
h :iii?>....
paperbacks.

l 0¢ Beer
every Wednesday

Louie
and the Rockets
coming
December 4 thru 7

8 - l 0 Weekdays

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

l 0 - l 0 Weekends

(

Review:

Concert

Tick-Talk
by Alan Tickner

BUCKBOARD TAVERN
Sandwiches, pizza, and pool

South Ruby at Canyon Road

BETTER LIFE
NATURAL FOODS
Get Back to Nature
Shop now for
a natural
Thanksgiving

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
THANKSGIVING
AND GET ON
TO AGOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time .
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

Last week I had a luncheon interview with one of President
Ford's top economic advisors, John J. Schlitz, whose family made
Milwaukee famous, who got his post due to his super-human efforts
in organizing the White House beer bust that capped National
College Student" Week.
"They;re -arranging a National University Student Week," Schlitz
noted. "The hard part seems to be finding someone who'll donate a
hundred kilos of grass, for the White House smoke-in. That's a bit
out of my line," he admitted. "I'm not really turned on to it, you
might say."
Then came the pass. "It's a well known fact that the economy and
the length of women's skirts are linked," he said. "When hemlines
are up, so is the economy.
"So the President is asking America to return to the mini skirt,"
Schlitz said. "He's hoping that American women will be willing to do
their part." He then reached into his briefcase, pulled out a dozen 8 x
10 glossies of Mrs. Ford in a stunning sable miniskirt. "It was given
her by the Russian Ambassador," he said, handing me a thirty-five
page press release on the event. 'Tm sure your paper will want to
run the story," he said.
I then asked Mr. Sc hlitz, who has actualiy met the President four
or five times, about the effect of shorter skirts on the energy crisis.
- i•1 assume- you mean~ "will shorter skirts cause rises in fuel
consumption to keep buildings warmer?"
I nodded. "We don't forsee any significant change," he said.
"But it's practically winter," I noted.
"Well, several companies we know of inake electric panty hose,"
Schlitz said. "They cost about seventy dollars a pair, but they wear
like iron. You just hook a nine volt battery up to them for a real
charge."
I drained my martini, wondering if the lunch was going on his
expense or mine. "Isn't this rather sexist, to ask women to return to
the mini?"
"We're hoping men will take it up too," he said. I realized how
bombed he must be to keep a straight face.
"Do you really think any red-blooded American male will wear a
mini-skirt?" I asked.
"We're not sure how it will go," Schlitz admitted. "But the
President is planning to wear a kilt to his next press conference."

Your Playboy
arrived •••
no centerfold.
You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washi.ngton 'OL Y-®
All Olympia empties are recyclable

GREYHOUND SERVICE
ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE

YOU
ARRIVE

Seattle

$5.60

$10.65

5:05 p.m.
6:25 p.m.

Yakima

$2.20

$4.20

Spokane

$8.60

$16.35

TO

2:30 p.m.
3:55 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
3;55 p.m.
3:10 p.m.

0:00 P.M.
0 :00 P.M.

7:35 p.m.

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.

· Buzz & Audrey Wyant
8th & Okanogan
925-1 177

GO GREYHOUND

... and leave the driving to us

[PU~~~
~~al~[1
CORRECTION
Phone number is

925-9948

criticized
by Jane Snyder
You practically had to grieve
over the empty seats at the fine
Paul Creston Concert Sunday
night. Creston, Professor emeritus and Composer-in-residence at
Central, accompanied soprano
Adele Blankenship, Central graduate, in a program of Creston's
own songs. There couldn't have
been more than a hundred people
in Hertz; a demoralizing situation for audience and performers.
The high point of the program
was probably Death, Thy Servant and I Dive Down Into the
Depth from Creston's Thanatopses, Opus 7, text by Randranath
Tagore. Creston's score is imaginative and he and Blankenship
combined well. The religious
music was marred a little by the
pussy fQot approach to it. The
tulle sack Blankenship put on for
this section spoiled the looks of
her pretty pink dress; she might
as well have worn a turtleneck.
Luckily the performers showed
less reticense musically. The
Twenty-Third Psalm, except for
a somewhat too dramatic ending,
showed control and strength.
Out of the Dusk, from Opus 10, ·
text by Arthur Davidson Ficke, a
song to a suicide, was touching.
The French-Canadian folk
songs were also a lot of fun. It
was too bad Blankenship had to
use a crib for this section, but she
was spirited and humorous.
Creston's score was not a pallid
imitation, but a new and sophisticated use of the folk song. My
favorite was D'ou Viens-Tu,
Bergere? a shepherdess' description of the Nativity. It was too
bad, though, that the folksongs
had to end the show. The
Thanatopses would have made a
better climax.
American composers have
been accused of naivete. In the
selections Sunday, representing
a twenty year span, Creston
wasn't. Sublety, restraint and
even a little surprise marked the
pieces. Creston treats his music
like music.
Blankenship's range is impressive as is her interpretation.
However, though her voice was
never tiresome, it did get tired.
She coughed several times and
her pauses between numbers
became excessive. At times her
voice seemed brittle or dull.
Perhaps her careful breath control wearied her. Her gestures
during the earlier part of the
program seemed extraneous, but
during the second part they
become more in keeping with the
music.
The copy of the text of all
songs was a nice touch. Another
nice thing would be less squeaky
seats.
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The tap
is back
by Jess Stevenson

Sitting at a table in the SUB
cafeteria, the creaking and rumbling upstairs sounds like either
500 buffalo are charging wildeyed through the second floor or
Samson is methodically destroying the SUB, pillar by pillar.
But there's nothing to get
excited about. Tap dancing class,
P.E. 103.5, is merely meeting at
the usual time in the SUB Small
Ballroom.
"Tap dancing is really great for
developing rhythmic accuracy,"
according to Lana Jo Sharpe,
instructor of the class. There
isn't too much demand for it in
the entertainment world today,
she said, but tap dancing is still
useful. "If an employer were
auditioning dancers, he might
ask them to demonstrate a few
tap dance basics," she said. "If
the dancer can come through
with them, the employer knows
that he can throw just about
anything at them as far as
rhythmic intricacy and they'd be
able to handle it."
Concerning the students who
take tap dancing, ·30 girls this
quarter, Sharpe said, "I really
have to give credit to those who

Relations
emphasized
"Public relations practices are
an integral part of any successful
business or organization," according to Alan Taylor, Lectvrer
in the Mass Media Program.
"Just look around you. Ads,
fund raising organizations, political campaigns-they're all dependent upon effective public relations," Taylor says.
Because of the important role
of public relations in our socirty,
the Mass Media Program is
presenting a workshop, designed
to allow faculty and students the
opportunity to learn about public
relations directly from practitioners.
The workshop will be Dec. 4, in
the faculty lounge of the Language and Literature Building
from 9 a.m. until mid-afternoon.
Presentations will be made by
public relations executives from
major businesses. They .will also
answer questions and make
suggestions as to how businesses
and organizations can establish
good relationships with the public.
Those attending include
Robert Lewis, Vice-President in
charge of Public Relations and
Advertising for Lincoln Savings;
Kendall Wilson, Public Relations
Representative, Washington
Natural Gas Company; and Jay
Becker, Community Relations
Manager, Weyerhaeuser Company.
"Too many people think public
relations is a con game. But, it
isn't," Taylor added. "It's an
informational process that helps
us understand our complex society."

Thousands of Topics

go ahead and take it, because it's
not the easiest one-credit course
there is. Tap dancing really is
intricate."
Sharpe took tap dancing lessons herself for eleven years,
starting when she was five. She
said her parents took her to a
studio for her to gain early
coordination. She stayed with it
because she enjoyed it.
Tap dancing was added to
Central's curriculum several
years ago as an offshoot of
Sharpe's being the choreographer for the school production, "OF
Thee I Sing". There was no tap
dancing in the original score, but
the music lent itself so well that
Sharpe wrote some in. The cast
and stage crew for the show
went fairly beserk in their
enthusiam, as Sharpe tells it, and
were all trying to tap dance. This
led to an increased interest as
well as play practice pandemonium, and resulted in a tap
dancing course being offered.
Tap dancing was orginated by
Negroes in the South during
slavery years, Sharpe said. A
couple of the old dances were
known as the "clogstep" and the

"chug", and were basically just
rhythmic movements where
sound was made with the feet
·beating on the earth, she said. As
time went on and the ministrel
shows developed, a metal plate
was put on the sole of the shoe.
Then the shoe was put onto a
hardwood floor and, as Sharpe
says, "things got trickier and
trickier."
About dancing in general,
Sharpe said that dancing, bodily
movement, is probably the most
basis form of expression. Everyone "moves", she said, thus
expressing themselves unconsiously.
Being able to use the body
effectively for personal expression is especially important in the
performing arts, Sharpe said. "I
also think that there is a real
strong thing happening now,
rndicative of a need to puii
together the mental and the
physical, the whole person-which
is what dance does," she said.
"Just to move, just to get out and
move."
Sharpe said that aside from
regular P.E. dance courses,
ballet, folk and square dancing
groups are available on campus.
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Eurail Passes
Bri tra i I Passes

No Additional Cost
All Airlines Represented
.4 34 North Sprague 925-3167

You can buy a new car or a very shiny toaster
or a washing, machine that salutes when
you turn it on, but the thing you're going
to get the most enjoyment out of is a stereo
system from us.

Our fine sounding Advent, Sony, Garrard, Pickering System costs only S409.
Long after the dust has settled on
other things you buy, a good stereo
system will go on giving you a
tremendous amount of pleasure.
Once music comes alive in your
living room, you'll want it to stay
forever.
To make it come alive, we're offering a stereo system with absolutely
convincing sounds at an absolutely
convincing price. The system is
centered around the Smaller Advent Loudspeakers, really amazing
two-way systems that offer the full
ten-octave range of music at low
cost and small enough size to fit any

living room. A few minutes listening will tell you why Advents are
bestsellers with an unbeatable
word-of mouth reputation that just
keeps on growing.
To power the Smaller Advents
we've picked the Sony 6036 A receiver, which not only has the right
amount of power to do the job really
well, but also has the qualities
. needed for superb FM (and AM)
reception.
For playing records, we're offering
the Garrard 42M automatic turntable with Pickering VIS cartridge

and diamond stylus, a combination
that will treat your records gently
and expertly.
The components would sell separately for $488; we offor you the
complete system for $409. Come in
and enjoy.

SPECIAL
The best record cleaning
device: The Discwasher
Reg. 5 14.95 Now 5 10.95
Limit 1
GQ9d thruTues. Nov. 26

$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 daysl.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

Pullman:
S. 306 Grand
567-5922

Student employment
Students and student spouses
1~..-~~.ci~~L.............,...._-~ ....------------~wishing
employment should
check the job postings on the hall
bulletin board outside of the
Office of Financial Aid, Barge
Hall 209.
C.S.O.
The Christian Science Org;.:;i ...__""""""----------...Jzation meets each Tul'sdav f: ;i;
5:45 to 6:45 P.M. in Slfa 206.
'Anyone is welcome.
Rodeo Club
Folk Dance
The Rodeo Club will hold a
Ski Classes
Learn folk dances ·from coungeneral meeting Wed. Dec. 4 at
There will be a meeting of all
5:30 p.m. in SUB 210. All students who plan to sign up for tries· all around the world. The
beginning and advanced skiing only requirement for memberinterested students are invited.
and
who plan to take the Central ship is that you be interested in
Senior Evaluation
·dancing. Come and join in the
ski bus Winter quarter. The
If you are a senior in Arts and
fun. Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. Large
meeting
will
be
held
Thursday,
Science and have not yet had
SUB Ballroom.
Nov. 21, 7:00 p.m. in Nicholson
your free senior evaluation, now
Pavilion, Room 117.
Cont. to pg. 13
is a good time to apply for one!

by Mike
Mcleod
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Tent n' Tube Fall Sale
New equipment is arriving, so it's time to pass on some used
equipment and some savings to the members of the Central
Community. The sale will begin Wednesday, December 4, 1974, at
12 noon. At that time the doors will open and the sale will begin.
Customers will be served on a first come, first serve basis. Cash
only, please. Used items for sale include:
1. Jansport Scout Pack, with frame: $15 (10 only)
2. Jansport Explorer Pack, with frame: $30 (4 only)
3. 2 man tent, Mountain Products Corporation: $40. Weighs just
3lbs. lloz. Includes poles, pegs, guylines, waterproof fly and stuff
sack .. (2 only)
4. 3 man tent, Mountain Products Corporation: $60. Same as
above, but is larger. Floor space is 5'x8' and is 4' high. Weighs 6lbs.
(1 only)
5. 6 man raft, Sears inflatable: $60. Double wall construction,
seats included. (6 only)

Sell
It!

Trips and Tours

Crier

· Decem her 5 - For those having tickets to the Helen Reddy
concert, the van will leave Hertz Parking lot at 5:30 p.m.
December 7 - Shopping trip to Yakima. Van leaves Hertz parking
lot at 11:00 a.m. $1.50 round trip.

Classified

Peace CorpsNista
recruits volunteers

Contod Gier

Non-Profit ads free

15 cents a line

by Jane Snyder
"Peace Corps Volunteers are
mature, down to earth people.
They've got pretty realistic
views of development in the
Third World. We stress realism;
you don't want people who think
they can change everything in
two years," said Eric Thomson,

We're looking

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY

forward to serving

you ·

q11la1J

~,,,,,

Thousands of Topics
$2. 75 per page

4 Blocks
W. of College
U.S. Hwy. 10
at Jct. o{ U.S.

Restaurant Dial

Hwy. 97

962-9977

Ellensburg

GALAXY ROOM -

Send for your· up-to-date,
· 176-page~ m;,1il order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 900V,
Our materials are sold for
r.cse~rch purposes only

962-990&

~e

one of the two Action (Peace
Corps/Vista) representatives in
the SUB last week.
The visit was aimed ·at placing
Winter Quarter graduates.
Thomson said that they had
re('eived 31 applicants, 2/3 for
the Peace Corps, 1/3 for Vista.
"V ofunteers are -considerably
older than they used to be,"
Thomson said. "The average age
of Peace Corps volunteers is 27.
There's a lot more specialization
now. In the Peace Corps we need
Math/Science majors, urban
planners, nurses, architects, P.E.
and recreation majors and business administration.
"Vista needs people who can
sf't up Social Action Programs,
visiting attorneys, Mental Health
Professionals and nutritionists.
Vista volunteers serve in all 50
states, Peace Corp volunteers in
fifty-nine foreign countries."
Thomson and Catherine LaTour, who also manned the SUB
desk, have served in the Peace
Corps. LaTour worked as a
teacher and school librarian in
Liberia. Thomson aided in deep
well construction in Upper Volta,
Africa.

10 - 50% off on

.0 £..

HOBBY SUPPLIES
Decoupage - Foamcraft
Chenille - Candle Crafts

ten(amin Moor• Paints

RECYCLING LONGER
ALL LUCKY BOTTLES

LOWEST
$ $ $

Western Beer
Available

HIGHEST
Return Value

Standard Paint
& Wallpaper
I

per case
Recycling Hours

=-·
--

8 - 4 Thursday

Cost Conscious Students
watch for new Regal Select
lowest price beer on market.

--

304 N. Pine
962-2551

DONNA"$
YARN SHOP .
420 N. Pine

962-2305

925-3432
._CASCADE
________________________________________________________
_____________ .,. _____________________________________________
The finest in domestic & imported yarns ......
BEVERAGE CO. 703 Wenas ......
I
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Cont. from pg. 12
AF ROTC test
Air Force Officer Qualifyi.q.g
Tests will be given at 8:30 a.m.
on Dec. 5 in Peterson Hall.
Contact the AF ROTC detachment for more information.
Formal Dance
Stevens-Whitney will sponsor
a formal dinner and dance on
Dec. 6. Dinner will be from 7 to 9
in Commons, with the dance from
9 to 12 in the large SUE
ballroom. Tickets will be avail
able from · Nov. 18 in the SUB
Tickets are $4 for the dance, $~~
for the dinner. Free with meal
card.
Ski trip
The Mountaineering Club is
sponsoring a ski trip to Mount
Bachelor, outside of Bend, Oregon, from Dec. 15 to Dec. 20.
Cost will be $79 per person with
a $15 deposit by Nov. 22. For
information contact Karen
Bjorling (963-1510) or Bob Stohl
(963-2478).
Special Ed.
Sign-up for all special education classes for Winter Quarter
begins Monday, Dec. 2, 1974, in
the reception area in Black Hall
with the Special Education secretary. You MUST present your
program form, approved by your
advisor before you will be
allowed to sign up for classes.
This is the only way to guarantee
a seat in the Special Education
Classes. If you have not received
the dittoed information detailing
the sign-up procedure and schedules, please pick up the infor-.
mation in the reception area in
Black Hall before signing up for
classes.
Exit interview information
If this is your last quarter at
Central Washington State College, and you have received a
National Direct Student loan,
you must make an appointment
for an exit interview. Call the
office of student accounts, 9633546, or come to the second floor
of Mitchell Hall; we are located
just behind the cashier's cage,
near the accounting section.
Payment of tuition with financial
aid funds
Students receiving some type
of financial aid check winter
quarter may use these financial
aid funds to pay their tuition.
When registering Dec. 12th &
13th, it is necessary that you
clear through the Cashier's Section upstairs in the Pavilion. The
Cashier's Section will have a
roster of financial aid recipients.
Have your name checked off this
roster.
Come to the Office of Financial
Aid January 6th bringing your
fall quarter grades and validated
ASC card. You ma~ pick up your
check and then pa~ your tuition
at the Cashier's Office in Mitchell
Hall. Failure to pay will cause
you to be dropped from enrollment.
Information needed
All students receiving financial
aid during winter quarter, 1974,
are reminded the Office of
Financial Aid will have the
financial aid checks available in
the hallway outside Room 209
Barge Hall, beginning January 6,
1975. Students receiving aid ate
- reminded they must have the
following information with them:
1. Validated winter quarter
ASC card.
2. Copy of Fall Quarter grades
which show the number of hours
that were completed Fall Quarter.
As a reminder, students receiving financial aid must be
registered for 12 hours of course
work winter quarter.

Catalog notices
The first deadline for Catalog
notices is noon Friday for the
next week's paper. No notices
accepted after .Monday noon.
Notices are taken on a space
available basis, with no guarantee of acceptance implied. Please
leave notices in the Crier office
SUB 218.
1975-76 Financial aid applications
Financial aid applications, and
Parent's and Student's Confidential Statements for 1975-76,
will be available in the Office of
Financial Counseling and Financial Aid after January 13, 1975.
Students applying for financial
aid must turn in two forms:
1. The CWSC Financial Aid
Application must be sent to the
Office of Financial Aid, 209
Barge Hall, by March 1, 1975.
2. The Student Financial Statement must be sent to P.O. Box
1501, Berkeley, Calif., by March
1, 1975.

Classified
House Plants for sale.
Student Village E-5. 9633263.
Come ski with us! Mt.
Bachelor Ski Trip. 12/15 to
12/ 20. Call Karen. 3-1510
Panasonic 4 channel AMFM receiver with 4 air
suspension speakers. $225.
Garrard turntable, $60.
Buy both-$240. Call 9629198 afternoons.
4-Sale: 5-speed men's
bike. Less than 10 hrs. $55.
925-4303.
SAE Stereo Power
Amp! 100 watts RMS/
channel. 5 yr. warranty.
$400 or offer. Call evenings. 963-3054
Chevrolet 14" tire rims
(2). Best offer. 925-6538.

Say it with Flowers over
the Holidays

Sheila's

natural foods, plants &
hangers, pipes, pottery, etc.

I

Bae

Hoppy's Gas
Ellensburg, WA

9

·Your library
fines caught up
with you.
You owe yourself an Oly.

1:.
.
0 ccASIOl\ls
~R A~L~L:_:._. . . .~
510 North Ruby 925-2166

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia. Washington "OL Y- ii:
All Olympia empties are recyclable

POT SALES IN THE SUB
On December 10th any interested parties can pick up a little pot in the SUB
for a very reasonable price. And while they are there they may as well take in the
rest of the WARE-FAIR'. A full day of crafts, foods, and demonstrations from all over
Washington State.
The booths and the live entertainment are open to the public, and all artisans,
craftsmen (craftspeople?), chefs, goodie-cookers, m instrals, and local organizations
are invited to open a booth. For more information in obtoining a booth call
Debbie Newman at the SUB office at 963-15 i 1 between 2:00 and 5:00.

Pizzi\ trT
OPEN
Sun.-Thur. - 11 :30 to 12:00 midnite
Fri.-Sat. - 11 :30 to 2:00am

925-5001

"f. FREE CAMPUS DELIVERY*
Delivery Hours: 5 :OOp.m. - 11 :OOp.m. Sun - Thur

5;00p.m. - 1:'!Oa.m. Fri - Sat

Sun • Mon Special Delivery Offer
10" pizza
13" pizza .!!: pizza
1 free drink 2 free drinks 3 = Free

drinks

All other times soft drinks on delivery 25~

Swimmers drown Women highstick Waii.U~
opponents in Relays host tourney tomorrow

by Jim Christenson
Central's swim team propelled
its way to victory in front of a
sardine-packed Nicholson pool
last Friday night in the Central
Washington State Relays.
Armed with a fortified regiment of swimmers, the 'Cats .
easily outdistanced their opponents in overall depth and the
final scoring, by· totalling 118
points. The Spokane Swim Club
captured second place with 85,
followed by the University of
Idaho and Pacific Luthern University 62, University of Puget
Sound 59 and the Central Alums
50.
The 'Cats displayed their
depth by capturing four events
and placing second in five of the
remaining six events, including a
7: 30.8 clocking in the 800 free
relay, bettering the national
qualifying standard of 7:33.
Freshman standout, Craig
Weishaar showed his versatility
in all strokes by pacing Central
in the 800 free, 400 individual
medley, and the 400 flv relay.

Weishaar recorded the meet's
swiftest timf' in the 400 fly along
with the second best times in the
800 free and 400 IN.
Five meet records fell during
the competition with the 'Cats
claiming one in the 400 breast
relay. Central's swimming t:rio,
the White brothers, helped shatter the former 4:32.5 record with
a clocking of 4:24.0. Joe, Jerry
and Chuck teamed up with Tony
St. Onge in the event.
Central's final victory came in
the 3-meter diving where Dave
Cotton and Gary Allison teamedup for 275.60 points, breaking the ·
old meet standard of 262.45.
_ Central's victory marked the
opening of the '74-'75 season and
was an important win according
to Coach Bob Gregson. Important in that the 'Cats showed
team effort and depth in defeating teams like UPS and PLU,
who together defeated Central
four-for-four last season.
The 'Cats next action will be at
the Husky Invitational in Seattle,>
December 14.

\~~~~~4r:~4r:'ff:.::t:'f~)
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Coach Putnam

Central's women's field hockey
team brought their season record
to 4-6-3, after defeating Washington State University, 1-0, and
tying University of Idaho, 0-0,
last weekend,
Against WSU, Becky Turner,
left inner, scored the goal after
being assisted by Kelly Morton,
right inner, who delivered the
pass to Turner.
"The first half was very slow
and we had problems fielding the
ball," said Dr. Betty Putnam.
"The second half, we improved
both our fielding and passing to
score in about the first 10
minutes of the ha'lf.
"We were happy with the win
because it was the first time that
we have beaten WSU in three
years."
The junior varsity team played
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by Clint Anderson
The Central Wildcat wrestlers

when one of their two team vans

sity of British Columbia Invitational, rolling up 41 points and
coming away with two individual
champions, Willie Guy (126) and
Greg Gowens (150).
The University of Washington,
~xpected to be the dom1·nant
figure in the· tournament, met
defeat even befor~_ tl~ey arrived,

Vernon injurine: 11 team memhers. A car, driven by a Mount
Vernon man, was headed southbound in the northbound lanes
when the collision occured. The
tournament was to be the
coach1·ng debut of Husky head
coach Les Anderson who sueceeded Jim Smith when he

I
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T.V. &APPLIANCE
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417 N. Pearl • 925-1128

~111.riliJiilB
"Merrick the Mole"
See Ellensburg's
Ti1ne Caps1tle
315 N. Pearl St.

PHONE
(509)
925-2261

FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS .AND PARTS
Write a check for it.
An NBofC checking account is an easy way
to pay for things. There's no need to carry a
lot of cash. And your cancelled checks are
great receipts. Open one at your nearby
NBofC office.
[
-

National Bank of Commerce

!~ S.n!;,
Member F.D.l .C.

•
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the ·· WSU junior varsity also
during the weekend, playing to a
0-0 tie.
"Although it was played to a
tie the following defense players
turned in an exceptional game:
Bobby. Catron and Sharon Warline both fullbacks and Denise
Fitch, right halfback," remarked
Putnam.
The team will be hosting and
competing in the National College Women's Sports Association
tournament tomorrow and Saturday. Central will be playing
against Simon Frazer at 10:30
a.m. and against Boise State at ·
1:30 p.m. tomorrow. On Saturday they will be playing against
University of Oregon at 9:00 a.m.
and Oregon College of Education
at 12:00 p.m.

Grapplers strong in Canada,
f ace A Iu mn •I sa t u rday

~ DEAN'S T. v. & APPLIANCE ~ ~:::~~~ nt':~~~:u~~\~~rt'~i~~~t :~!r:~~e ~.~:::::r:~~·~:.:.~
~
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INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
925-5539

resigned last season. Anderson
was in the second van about a
mile behind when the accident
occured.
The Wildcats as a team posted
a 33-13-3 record in winning the
championship. Gowens and Guy
each posted 5-0 records on the
way to their individual titles. It
was Gowens fourth straight UBC
championship, all at diffierent
weights.
Rocky Isley (190) and Tom
Kirkbride (Hvy) each placed
second with 4-1 records. On his
way to second place Isley . defeated the defending Canadian
National Champ Gearge Richey,
4-3.
Final team standings were
Central, 41; Simon Fraser, 35;
UBC, 24; Grays Harbor, 17; SPC,
15; Alberta, 15; Western, 3.
Head coach Eric Beardsley
thought his team did "quite
well." "But I don't think we could
have beaten Washington. Their
misfortune was our good luck as
far as winning the thing."
Beardsley was also impressed
with the performance of the
Canadian teams. "It used to be
that anytime you challenged a
Canadian you'd win. It isn't thay
way anymore. They're putting .
some money into their program
and getting some American
coaches. They were really tough,
especially at a free style tournament such as this."
Beardsley figures on his team
being much more effective after
the Christmas holidays. Vacations will no longer be interfering
with training and several transfers will then be eligible.
Other competitors for the
'Cats were: Mark Arima [118]
1-1-2; Bob Pierce [134] 3-2; Stu
Smith [142] 3-1; Art Green [142]
2-1-1; Jack Zeiger [158] 1-2; Dan
Older [167] 2-1; Jon Pederson
[167] 0-2 and Stew Hayes [177]
3-1.
Coming up this Saturday
Beardsley's crew will be up
against the Alumni, who in past
years have proved to be a most
forminable foe. This year should
be no different with several
national champions coming back
to show some muscle at their
alma-mater. Scheduled to appear
are Thurmund Landers, LaMoin
Merkley, Craig Skeesick and
Kenichi Kanno. All are former
National champs. John Burkholder, third in the nationals last
year and now head coach at Cle
Elum High Schools will also be on
tap.
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'Cats impressive in
win over Alumni
by Rafael Gonzales

The 1974 edition of the Central
basketball Wildcats made its
debut last Saturday night and
"pretty well pleased" 'Cat head
coach, Dean Nicholson with a
95-75 win over a talent-laden
Alumni squad at Nicholson ~avil
ion.
The 'Cat varsity was paced by
Les Wyatt, 6'5" Ellensburg sophomore, who poured in 12 of 14
attempts from the field and sank
seven-of-seven free throws for 31
points, and matched the top
rebound production with nine.
Wyatt was a starter on last
season's district champion basketball squad, and Nicholson
noted the year of experience
would make Wyatt "extra tough
this year".
The Alums were iri the game
until nearly five minutes were
gone in the second half. Wyatt
then started hitting, popping in
seven buckets in a row, and three
free throws to spark the varsity
to a 23-point barrage, which the
alums could only counter with a
single bucket, a lay-in by Dave
Benedict, a 1968 team member.
The score was 55-53, with the

Gridders
bopped 49-0
by Rafael Gonzales

The Central Wildcat football
squad finished up its 197 4 season
in Portland last Saturday, absorbing a 49-0 shellacking at the
hands of the Portland State
Vikings in the non-league finale.
The Wildcat loss was the
fourth in a row, sending their
season ledger down to 3-5-1. The
'Cats finished their league play
two weeks ago, losing to the
Eastern Washington Eagles
19-14 in a frustrating game.
Before losing the four straight,
the Wildcats had been in contention for the Evergreen Conference title most of the way. Their
3-2-1 season ledger places them
in a tie for second at this time,
but the situation may change
after the representatives of the
conference meet to determine
the fate of two Eastern Oregon
College Mountaineer conference
wins.

Women
•
swimmers
trair1ing
•

•

•

•

The women's swim team is
working out Monday through
Friday from 4-5 p.m. There are
21 girls on the team. Luika
Timmerman, who does the backstroke and Nancy Bear, who does
the breaststroke are the outstanding swimmers on the team
and the best prospects for
helping the team .
"Turnout has been pretty
good," said Mark Morrell, head
coach. "This is the first year and
we are a growing team, most
of the girls have never been in
actual competition, just aquatic
classes. If there are any other
girls interested in turning out
they can do so."
The-team will not be starting
competition until January 11,
against Pacific Luthern University and will be having a home
meet on January 17 against
Eastern Washington State College .

varsity guarding its narrow lead,
when the varsity took off on their
scoring spree which ran the score
·
to 78-55.
Schooler, a 6'4" member of the
1972 Wildcat cage squad, tallied
26 points for the night. He sank
nine field goals and added eight
free throws to lead the Alum
scoring. He also led the Alums in
rebounding, picking off six
boards and assists, helping out
four times.
The varsity hit well in the
early going, with Wyatt, Ned
Delmore, 6' 4" returning letterman from Seattle, and Dave
McDow, a 6'7" Ellensburg senior,
building a 22-17 lead in the first
ten minutes of the game.
The Wildcat .varsity out-rebounded the shorter 'alums 4520, with Wyatt, Steve Johansen,
6'8" transfer and Byron Angel,
6'10" transfer pulling down nine
each.
Wyatt's 31 points topped all
scorers in the game, with Schooler's 26 points next.
The 'Cats now have a twoweek layoff before their next
game. They will meet the St.
Martin Saints in a non-leaguer in
Lacey on Friday, Nov. 29.

Last weekend was all circles for the
Windy-City Track Club as the nine member
team successfully completed a 24-hour relay
marathon in the cold and rain of Tomlinson field.
Propelled by sheer insanity, the group of
runners trucked hypnotically sta.rting at 1 p.m.
Saturday over the oval circuit. 24 hours, nine
exhausted bodies and 255 miles and 390 yards
later . the relay came to a halt under the
thundering cheers of 10 spectators.
Everything from cookies, candy-bars and hot
chocolate, to apples, grinders and gater-aid we,re
consumed during the 24-hour span. Two

YARN BAR
"LESSONS"

Yarn and Stitchery kits
10% Student Discounts
on any ptJrchase
925-9293

107 E. 4th

ca·r-loads of firewood enabled cold fingers to
click stop watches and record mile times.
· - Running- for-the-Windy.:-City club in the order
they ran in the relay were: Bill Ardissono, Jim
Christenson, Clayton Belmont, Bob Johnson,
Lou Boudreaux, Joe Acosta, Rod Powell, Bruce
Nanclark and Rod Luce.
Each of the nine runners completed 28 miles
or more, averaging 5:38 per mile. Christenson
and Belmont spun the best individual averages
per mile with 5:11.1 and 5:15.8 respective
clockings.

re-cycle
Bicycle Sales
Parts
Repairs
Electric Trains
Toys

I

New & Used

Your speech
prof lectures
with pebbles
in his mouth.

SERVICE REXALL DRUG

You owe yourself an Oly.

·CROWNFORD CHINA

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington 'OLY'®
All Olympia empties are recyclable

Dairll

· Queen

DAIRY
QUEEN
DELIVERS

6 - 12 Sun thru Thur
6 .-1 Fri&Sat

925-6101
,,

"Ellensburg's Oldest"
925-3326

from England
Reproductions of the Turn of
the Century crock
and glass ware

MADE TO BE USED
l Gal. Canisters, Tea Sets,
Watering Pots, Picnic Lunch ·
Buckets, Measuring Pitchers
and Other Earthen Ware.

REASONABLE PRICES

Be the first on your block to have your very own full-color Egghead poster.
Send S 1, along with your name and address to:
Egghead, Rainier Brewing Company, 3100 Airport Way South, Seattle, Washington 98134.
Make your check or money order payable to the Rainier Brewing Company.
Rainier Brewing Company, Seattle, Washington

